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Abstract: The article is an example of using the software simulation @Risk designed for simulation in Microsoft Excel
spread sheet, demonstrated the possibility of its usage in order to show a universal method of solving problems. The
simulation is experimenting with computer models based on the real production process in order to optimize the
production processes or the system. The simulation model allows performing a number of experiments, analysing them,
evaluating, optimizing and afterwards applying the results to the real system. A simulation model in general is presenting
modelling system by using mathematical formulations and logical relations. In the model is possible to distinguish
controlled inputs (for instance investment costs) and random outputs (for instance demand), which are by using a model
transformed into outputs (for instance mean value of profit). In case of a simulation experiment at the beginning are
chosen controlled inputs and random (stochastic) outputs are generated randomly. Simulations belong into quantitative
tools, which can be used as a support for a decision making.
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Abstract: The contribution is dedicated to the processing of the problems of the insufficient charging for the electric
vehicles within the concrete urbanistic centre. It brings a different perspective on the mobility, which is shown in the form
of electric energy as the alternative for the needs of urbanization of the cities. It analyses electromobility, new technologies
in the field of electric vehicles and the charging stations as the elements of the urbanism. In terms of the solution, the
contribution is focused on the Košice city and the location of the public charging stations. Košice do not have sufficient
amount of the public charging stations and until the 2014 there was only one public charging station. The contribution is
focused on the designing of the parking places with the charging station placed on the appropriate parking places. The
resulting design is created in the CAD system, it brings the view of the layout of the charging station at the shopping
centre in the open space and in the parking house.
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Abstract: Lean manufacturing belongs to the basic philosophies originating in automotive industry. It was originally
based on a number of elementary principles and methods. Companies from other industrial areas have also been gradually
trying to apply these principles. This leads to the incorporation of other tools from various areas into this concept. The
fundamental techniques of lean manufacturing include the hourly stability (output) analysis. This method can be applied
in a wide variety of manufacturing fields. The aim is a stable working worker, not a worker working rapidly and with
large fluctuations. Speed and sudden changes mean inaccuracy, poor quality and problems to the manufacturing
companies. The research has also carried out the hourly stability analysis in a company manufacturing components for a
variety of global car manufacturers. The objective of this article is to evaluate the research of hourly stability for the
selected workplaces.
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Abstract: A significant part of innovation projects management is the distribution logistics. From the point of view of
time and material content, the properly chosen way of distribution is one of many factors for success of the project and
innovation creation itself. The paper points out the fundamental basis of innovation management in the stage of its
realization referring to the importance of distribution logistics in this part of innovation project management. Distribution
logistics in the project management provides comprehensive solutions to efficiency of tangible relocating processes in all
connections and mutual relations of project in order to maintain compliance between economy and business when
implementing innovations.
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Abstract: Changes are one of the most typical phenomena experienced by contemporary organizations and are an inherent
element of their functioning. The change introduction process is complex and it is often accompanied by a phenomenon
of resistance to change on the part of the employees in an organization, which is considered as the main cause of failure
in the change implementation process. The purpose of the article is to discuss the basic conditions for implementing
changes related both to their adequate defining and overcoming resistance to change.
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